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In the sitting room, sofa by Vioski. Custom Brazilian
quartzite coffee table, designed by Joshua Rice.
Italian custom wall system. Eero Saarinen Womb
chair from Knoll.

A SUBTLE SORT OF

ZEN
BY REBECCA SHERMAN. PHOTOGRAPHY ROBERT TSAI. INTERIOR DESIGN
JOSHUA RICE. LANDSCAPE DESIGN MICHAEL KINLER. STYLING
RUSSELL BRIGHTWELL.
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DESIGNER JOSHUA RICE COMPOSES
A LIVABLE COLLECTION OF TEXTURES
AND AUTHENTIC MATERIALS FOR
ENTREPRENEUR RAE LIU.
Pair of Mad lounge chairs by
Jader Almeida for Sollos, Brazil.

I

n 2014, Rae Liu and her husband, Kurt Johnson, were
living in a high-rise, planning a wedding and a family.
The search was on for a house to kick off their new
life together. “I felt strongly about finding a modern
home that was a space we could grow into,” says Liu,
co-owner of Dallas–based Leatherology, an online directto-consumer collection of personalized leather goods.
Johnson is a banker, with a penchant for woodworking; he crafted
their sleek dining-room table as a wedding gift for Liu.
The couple discovered their ideal house tucked among the trees
near Royal Lane, in a neighborhood of 1960s modern classics. “We
walked in and immediately said, ‘Yes!’” Liu says. Light flooded
through floor-to-ceiling windows in every room, yet the house felt
very private — an oasis lush with pecan trees and cherry laurels.
An avid gardener, Liu hired noted landscape architect Michael
Kinler to create an enclosed garden and entertaining area.
Not a mere white box, this modern house has pitched ceilings
and wood beams that provide rooms with ample architectural
interest. Polished-concrete and wood floors, added by the previous
owners, were beautiful enough to keep. But the living and dining
areas were fused into one long space that proved awkward to
furnish and use. And while the couple both like a modern aesthetic,
Johnson leans a little more toward traditional. The answer was to
enlist the help of an interior designer to create more usable spaces
and blend the couple’s design styles. Liu’s brother and co-owner
of Leatherology, David Liu Jr., introduced them to Joshua Rice, a
designer known for a sophisticated, meticulously curated look that

is still comfortable and approachable. “We both liked his work
right off,” Liu says. “It was a nice bridge between both our styles.”
When Rice looked at the images of the house Liu e-mailed him,
he recognized it. The previous homeowners were clients of his, and
they had hired him to help with the interiors. The job had stalled
when the clients moved out of town, but the happy coincidence
turned out to be an advantage. “I had two years to think about
that house and what worked and what didn’t,” Rice says. The
beautiful natural light was a plus, so he designed each room to
take full advantage. But as Liu and Johnson already knew, the
living and dining areas merged awkwardly, with no clear definition
of spaces. As a remedy, Rice commissioned a steel tension-rod
shelving system to act as a room divider and configured it to hold
books and decorative items. A young Brazilian furniture maker,
Jader Almeida for Sollos, was tapped for the project and went
on to produce other furnishings for the house. A fireplace, which
was oddly placed along one wall in the TV room, was replaced
with a floating black-ribbed steel rectangle of Rice’s design. “We
simplified anything that was distracting and made the house
appear more minimal,” Rice says. “That allowed us to focus on
the interior design.”

T

wo children have come along since Johnson and
Liu purchased their modern house four years ago.
Rice, who has young kids of his own, was sensitive
to creating a home that was safe and would stand
up to wear and tear. “Almost everything Josh did
has a rounded corner,” says Liu. “And he was able to play with
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A tension bookshelf made in Brazil by Jader Almeida
for Sollos separates the living and dining areas. KSDS
porcelain vase at center. At left, 1970s Tapio Wirkkala
vase. Both from Russell Brightwell. White leather bench
by Charles Pollock for Bernhardt Design.

silhouettes and textures to make it interesting.”
Rice designed a striking round coffee table for the sitting room,
which became a centerpiece for the main seating area where the
family gathers to watch television. Water-cut from a slab of stone
and “popped out and put together like a Happy Meal toy,” he
says, the idea was born from necessity. “We needed something
dramatic at a reasonable price. So I bought the prettiest piece
of Brazilian quartzite I could find with a textural finish and got
this very dramatic table.” Vioski’s U-shaped sectional, enticingly
piled with pillows, is the perfect shape to engage with the table.
Rice often uses a sumptuous Knoll Womb chair in his projects,
and this one is no exception. “I try not to use things that are too
ubiquitous, but it’s a hard chair to beat because it’s comfortable
and looks so outstanding,” he says.
Rice conceived the handsome living room as a place to enjoy
a glass of wine before moving into the adjacent dining area.
Like the rest of the house, it’s a collection of tonal colors and
subtle textures. A pair of rattan Poul Kjaerholm PK22 chairs is
draped with sheepskin throws, and a paper Noguchi floor lamp
provides plenty of design bang at a reasonable cost. Plaster-topped
tables have a stained, textural finish and were handmade in Italy.
Amsterdam–based interdisciplinary cooperative BCXSY designed
the one-of-a-kind patchwork wool rug, which was woven by
Bedouin women.
Because the walls in the house are mostly windows, the couple
couldn’t hang much art. In this case, that turned out to be a good
thing. “Empty walls help keep the serene feeling,” Rice says. “I
tell clients there’s nothing wrong with empty walls, especially if
the room has some architectural interest.”
Ultimately, the refined and comfortable house works beautifully
for the couple and their children. “My personal style is classic and
unfussy,” Liu says. “I take a similar approach to running our
business. At Leatherology we create beautifully crafted leather
essentials that are meant to be timeless. Our home is a reflection
of that — with the added requirement that everything in it be
child-friendly. I love that Josh has helped us create a home we
can live in for years.”

Custom oak-and-lacquer wall system made in Italy.
Top, KSDS Open Wind vase. Uta Feyl Queensbury Venus
vase. Both from Russell Brightwell.
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The dining table was made by Kurt Johnson as a
wedding gift for his wife, Rae Liu. Chairs from RH.

On shelf, Elsa Rady silver bowl for Swid Powell, circa
1980, from Russell Brightwell.

Joshua Rice designed the floating ribbed-metal
fireplace and Brazilian quartzite coffee table.

Rae Liu
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